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Figure 1. Schematic of PCR-on-a-Chip with micropump to cyclical flow along the PCR path  

Table 1. Operational parameter and overall dimension of PCR stages 
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Figure 2. a) The cross section of the micropump module which a sandwich from top layer, mid layer and bottom layer; The 
pumping mechanics: b) A pneumatic force is introduced on the top layer; c) the elastic top layer moves down and deliver the 

force downward; d) The cyclic force creates diaphragm movement in the bottom layer thus flow the liquid in the channel.    

Figure 3.a) Micropump’s air channel where air infused in and out to create upward and downward movement; b) 
Micropump’s liquid channel where driven  fluid is located 
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Figure 4. a) Simulation in air channel to observe the displacement trough the membrane when a force is introduced and b) 
the simulation in the liquid channel to observe velocity distribution throughout the channel during pumping 
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Figure 5. a) Realized module of micropump with coloured fluid inside the liquid channel; b) Breakdown of the micropump 
module into bottom layer (fluid channel) and top layer (air channel).  

Table 2. The measurement of micropump geometry 
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Figure 6. a) The observation of liquid from inlet to outlet point; b) The velocity profile along the traveled path from inlet to
outlet point 
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